
TM Month/Day Notes: 3/12/21
Roles:
Chair: Carly Cameron
Co-chair: Leo Horwitz
Secretary: Jack Dunham

Precursors:
● None

Announcements:
● New Shirt Designs- Designs from seniors available for

one more week until 3/17. A lot of fun designs!
Magnets available from Venessa at main office, only
cash or checks

● Community Day - Jennifer, HIVE figuring out how to
have a community day, will be talked about on
Monday at 11am on HIVE channel, if you have any
input or opinions join the HIVE teams!

● Vanessa, the red cross club is sponsoring a disaster
kit drive for adults, toilitries, there’s a collection box in
the main office. Here’s an online shopping list for
donations:
https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/3EWXTRQHC
XT72?ref_=wl_share

● Carly Cameron- For students who are virtual there’s a
forum to put your photo on a locker at school and
here’s the link:
https://forms.gle/FL8yRVhiG8UqJESX9
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Motions:
● Equity Pillar - Jennifer, we currently have 3 pillars of

learning and community, self governance, self
directed learning and caring community, 4th pillar
being proposed to ground us in a value of equity.
Something we need to talk about and have ongoing
conversations about. A question of where these pillars
come from? Are we amending the school constitution
when we add a pillar? Essentially these pillars are
ideas that came down through the years and were put
in their current forum during a self assessment of HB
during 2003, a 4th pillar would be adding to said
assessment. That calls to question, do we need
another assessment? A constitution was drafted but
never actually drafted. This pillar would be adding to a
working document since 2003. Whats the difference
between an equity pillar and a caring community
pillar? An equity pillar would be an intentional and
continuous dialogue for equity, caring a lot does not
always equate to being equitable. This pillar would
align us to be mindful of equity in the decisions we
make. There is a lot of conversations and reflections
to think about about our schools (whats in the letters
we send or on the website and how we describe
ourselves?), a lot of things that we can look at to
make ourselves the best version of HB. Maybe there
are other conversations in addition to the one we are
having now. Maybe we should do everything thats
been said, we should also fast track this process, get
these pillars published digitally and throughout the



school to start conversations and evaluating
ourselves. *Motion Passed*

Motion to adjourn the meeting *passed*
●

Discussions:
●


